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Nations, like individuals, shape their dreams, determinations, hopes, and aspirations by the stories

they hear and the tales they're told. For the Jewish people, the great story has always been that of

the Egyptian exodus. We tell it to our children before they are old enough to ask, and we continue to

tell it until we gray with age. The wise and the simple, the sage and the layman, all tell the same

tale. And it has had an impact on who we are today - it must have had!A Tale that Shaped a Nation

unlocks the hidden gems of the greatest tale - revealing for all, the detail and nuances that make us

unique and chosen. A wise man once said 'Judge a nation by the stories they tell.' He was right.

Based on what we have achieved throughout our short existence, our story must be truly special.
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After immigrating to the USA [from the UK] a decade ago he hosted the popular radio show Creating

a Better World . Currently, amongst various other commitments, he gives daily shiurim on Talmud

and weekly classes on Judaic studies and Chumash. In an ever divided world he remains a rare

speaker who is equally listened to by the orthodox right and the liberal left; always leaving his

listeners intellectually richer and morally better. A Tale that Shaped a Nation is his first book to be

published.

very meaningful bought it for myself and cant stop reading it . its very nice and an amazing layoutit

will make a very good present parents will enjoy it

A Tale That Shaped A Nation - Highlights the beautiful call of the Seder-Night for a better, more



peaceful, and loving humanity. It takes the age-old tale and turns into a call for action.Today more

than ever we need this tremendous call to heal our ever more fractured world.This book is an

important book not only to read but to own.

I ordered one as a gift and just ordered another for myself. I own so many but this one is different. A

must read, stunning and powerful commentary. I truly love it.

Beautifully written commentary on haggada, must have for anyone preparing for a meaningful

Passover seder.

How this Haggadah brings back our story of Egypt as if we actually lived it thru! I hope this amazing

author will shed some light into other parts of our beautiful religion! Happy Passover!

Amazing read! As a secular Jew, this book made me proud of my ancestry! The author offers a

beautiful perspective on the history of the Jewish nation! I'm proud to be a descendant of this

people!

For anyone intrested in a more meaningful seder night and a better understanding of the eternal

Jewish message - this book is a must buy. It would also do great as a gift.

it change my family's look and feeling on Passover
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